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Patriot Games
Jack Ryan, Jr.'s race to stop an international criminal
conspiracy is intertwined with the fate of an old friend
in this blistering entry in the #1 New York Times
bestselling series. The CIA's deepest secrets are being
given away for a larger agenda that will undermine
the entire Western intelligence community. Director
of National Intelligence Mary Pat Foley wants it
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stopped but doesn't know who, how or why. Jack
Ryan, Jr., is dispatched to Poland on a different
mission. The clues are thin, and the sketchy trail dead
ends in a harrowing fight from which he barely
escapes with his life. If that's not bad enough, Jack
gets more tragic news. An old friend, who's dying
from cancer, has one final request for Jack. It seems
simple enough, but before it's done, Jack will find
himself alone, his life hanging by a thread. If he
survives, he'll be one step closer to finding the
shadowy figure behind the CIA leak and its true
purpose, but in the process, he'll challenge the
world's most dangerous criminal syndicate with
devastating consequences.

Locked On
As the Star Wars race between the Soviet Union and
United States continues to escalate, Colonel Mikkail
Filtov, America's agent in the Kremlin, is about to be
betrayed, and only Jack Ryan can save Filtov--and
world peace. Reissue.

Tom Clancy Shadow of the Dragon
Sam Fisher must save one man’s life to save his own
country. Eccentric billionaire Igor Kasperov owns one
of the most influential and successful anti-virus
software companies in the world. But when the
Kremlin orders him to unleash a catastrophic
computer virus against the United States, he is forced
to flee for his life. Sam Fisher and Fourth Echelon are
charged with finding Kasperov and presenting the
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American president’s offer for political asylum.
Because there are others looking for Kasperov. And
the only thing they will offer him is a swift death… AN
ALL-NEW ADVENTURE FEATURING SAM FISHER Based
on Ubisoft’s bestselling game, Tom Clancy’s Splinter
Cell®

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Receiving intelligence from the Campus that the
world's most threatening terrorist has been tracked to
a specific location, Jack Ryan, Jr., the organization's
latest recruits and his cousins embark on a dangerous
mission to capture him. By the best-selling author of
The Hunt for Red October. Reprint.

Clear and Present Danger
Damon woke up this morning to his normal life, in his
normal townhouse next to his normal fiancée. But
after a call from his friend Freedom, things begin to
unravel. Blow one down is a hard-boiled story about a
bad day. Damon made one real bad decision five
years ago, but he has cut that part of his life away. To
him, Brooklyn doesn't exist anymore. He doesn't know
it yet, but Freedom's phone call is bringing it all back.
By the end of the day, Damon will be forced to reap
what he has sown--P. [4] of cover.

Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell: Blacklist
Aftermath
Patriot Games, Clear and Present Danger, and The
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Sum of All Fears appear together in a single
hardcover volume of suspense, with stories as
explosive and current as today's headlines.

Hardcore Twenty-Four
Don't Miss the Original Series Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Starring John Krasinski! Tom Clancy reveals Jack
Ryan’s origins in this electrifying #1 New York Times
bestselling thriller that pits the former Marine turned
family man against a vicious group of international
terrorists. As an American in London on vacation with
his family, Jack Ryan never imagined his quick
thinking would prevent an assassination attempt on
Britain’s royal family and earn him the gratitude of an
entire nation—and the scorn of an ultra-left-wing
faction of the IRA. Irish terrorist Sean Miller and his
followers in the Ulster Liberation Army intend to make
sure Ryan pays for his interference in blood. But he’s
not the only one they’re after With the lives of his
pregnant wife and young daughter in mortal danger,
Ryan accepts a role as a CIA analyst in order to find
Miller and shut down the ULA. Going head to head
with a ruthless terrorist is a fool’s errand, but Jack
Ryan is the kind of man who will do whatever it takes
to protect his family.

Flight of the Old Dog
The line between military intelligence and military
force has been crossed.

The Aquitaine Progression
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Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
In the late fall of 2013, a lethal pandemic virus
emerges from the Islamic Republic of Indonesia (IRI)
and rages unchecked across every continent. When
the Jakarta Flu threatens his picture perfect Maine
neighborhood, Alex Fletcher, Iraq War veteran, is
ready to do whatever it takes to keep his family safe.
As a seasoned sales representative for Biosphere
Pharmaceuticals, makers of a leading flu virus
treatment, Alex understands what a deadly pandemic
means for all of them. He particularly knows that
strict isolation is the only guaranteed way to protect
his family from the new disease. With his family and
home prepared for an extended period of seclusion,
Alex has few real concerns about the growing
pandemic. But as the deadliest pandemic in human
history ravages northern New England, and starts to
unravel the fabric of their Maine neighborhood, he
starts to realize that the flu itself is the least of his
problems. A mounting scarcity of food and critical
supplies turns most of the neighbors against him, and
Alex is forced to confront their unexpected hostility
before it goes too far. Just when he thinks it can't get
any worse, the very face of human evil arrives on
Durham Rd and threatens to destroy them all. Alex
and his few remaining friends band together to
protect the neighborhood from a threat far deadlier
than the flu, as they edge closer to the inevitable
confrontation that will test the limits of their
humanity.
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Red Rabbit
John Kelly, an ordinary man, crosses the lines of
justice and morality and becomes the legendary Mr.
Clark of the CIA, a man of ruthless and brilliant
cunning, whose merciless work during an all-out war
game is done with complete human detachment.
Reprint.

The Chancellor Manuscript
"When a high-level mole infiltrates American
Intelligence, President Jack Ryan dispatches John
Clark and the Campus team to track down a missing
scientist who holds critical aerospace and naval
technology"--

Six Tudor Queens: Anne Boleyn, A King's
Obsession
Stephanie Plum faces the toughest puzzle of her
career in the twenty-fifth entry in Janet Evanovich's
#1 New York Times-bestselling series, now in
paperback for the first time. There's nothing like a
good deli, and the Red River Deli in Trenton is one of
the best. World-famous for its pastrami, cole slaw,
and for its disappearing managers. Over the last
month, three have vanished from the face of the
earth, and the only clue in each case is one shoe
that's been left behind. The police are baffled. Lula is
convinced that it's a case of alien abduction.
Whatever it is, they'd better figure out what's going
on before they lose their new manager, Ms. Stephanie
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Plum.

Tom Clancy Power and Empire
After Joint Strike Force pilot Major Stephanie
Halverson is shot down over Russia, it is revealed that
a deadly cabal once thought to be gone is actually
back--and stronger than ever. Original.

Tom Clancy Commander in Chief
Early in his career, Jack Ryan accepts his first
assignment as a freelance analyst under James Greer
of the CIA and faces a mission involving a high-level
Soviet defector who has reported a plot to assassinate
Pope John Paul II. Reprint.

How to American
When Moslem fundamentalists destroy a key Soviet
oil complex, the Russians initiate a plan of diplomatic
trickery for their seizure of Persian Gulf oil

Tom Clancy Enemy Contact
Don't Miss the Original Series Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Starring John Krasinski! In this #1 New York Times
bestselling thriller from Tom Clancy, Jack Ryan gets
caught in a war between the United States and a
Colombian drug cartel and uncovers a shocking
conspiracy. When Colombian drug lords assassinate
both the U.S. ambassador and the visiting head of the
FBI, their actions trigger a covert response from the
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American government—a response that goes horribly
wrong As the newly named Deputy Director of
Intelligence for the CIA, Jack Ryan should be privy to
operations like the one in Colombia, but he’s been left
completely in the dark. With the help of field officer
John Clark, Ryan intends to find out what’s really
going on. But while they expect danger from without,
the greatest threat of all may come from within.

Tom Clancy Duty and Honor
“You won’t be able to put it down. (Don’t ever begin a
Ludlum novel if you have to go to work the next
day).”—Chicago Sun-Times In Geneva, American
lawyer Joel Converse meets a man he hasn’t seen in
twenty years, a covert operative who dies violently at
his feet, whispering words that hand Converse a
staggering legacy of death: “The generals . . . they’re
back . . . Aquitaine!” Suddenly Converse is running for
his life, alone with the world’s most shattering secret.
Pursued by anonymous executioners to the dark
corners of Europe, he is forced to play a game of
survival by blood rules he thought he’d long left
behind. One by one, he traces each thread of a lethal
progression to the heart of every major government,
a network of coordinated global violence that no one
believes possible—no one but Converse and the
woman he once loved and lost, the only two people
on earth who can wrest the world from the iron grasp
of Aquitaine. “Ludlum at his best.”—Publishers
Weekly BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from
Robert Ludlum’s The Bourne Identity.
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Red Storm Rising
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Weir is excellent on
the little details that bring a world to life' Guardian
Anne Boleyn: A King's Obsession by bestselling
historian Alison Weir, author of Katherine of Aragon:
The True Queen, is the second captivating novel in
the Six Tudor Queens series. An unforgettable portrait
of the ambitious woman whose fate we know all too
well, but whose true motivations may surprise you.
Essential reading for fans of Philippa Gregory and
Elizabeth Chadwick. 'Offers a spellbinding solution to
the mystery of Anne's true nature . . . Enthralling'
Sarah Gristwood The young woman who changed the
course of history. Fresh from the palaces of Burgundy
and France, Anne draws attention at the English
court, embracing the play of courtly love. But when
the King commands, nothing is ever a game. Anne
has a spirit worthy of a crown - and the crown is what
she seeks. At any price. ANNE BOLEYN. The second of
Henry's Queens. Her story. History tells us why she
died. This powerful novel shows her as she lived. SIX
TUDOR QUEENS. SIX NOVELS. SIX YEARS.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Standup comic, actor and fan favorite from HBO's
Silicon Valley and the film Crazy Rich Asians shares
his memoir of growing up as a Chinese immigrant in
California and making it in Hollywood. "I turned down
a job in finance to pursue a career in stand-up
comedy. My dad thought I was crazy. But I figured it
was better to disappoint my parents for a few years
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than to disappoint myself for the rest of my life. I had
to disappoint them in order to pursue what I loved.
That was the only way to have my Chinese turnip
cake and eat an American apple pie too." Jimmy O.
Yang is a standup comedian, film and TV actor and
fan favorite as the character Jian Yang from the
popular HBO series Silicon Valley. In How to American,
he shares his story of growing up as a Chinese
immigrant who pursued a Hollywood career against
the wishes of his parents: Yang arrived in Los Angeles
from Hong Kong at age 13, learned English by
watching BET RapCity for three hours a day, and
worked as a strip club DJ while pursuing his comedy
career. He chronicles a near deportation episode
during a college trip Tijuana to finally becoming a
proud US citizen ten years later. Featuring those and
many other hilarious stories, while sharing some hardearned lessons, How to American mocks stereotypes
while offering tongue in cheek advice on pursuing the
American dreams of fame, fortune, and strippers.

Tom Clancy True Faith and Allegiance
The stunning conclusion to the #1 New York Times
bestselling Divergent series is now available in a
collector's edition featuring 48 pages of bonus
content, including: Excerpts from Natalie Prior's
journal Two deleted scenes with commentary from
Veronica Roth Favorite quotes from Allegiant,
illustrated by fellow Initiates Allegiant discussion
questions The Allegiant Collector's Edition is perfect
for established fans who want to expand their
Divergent library as well as fans of the feature films
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starring Shailene Woodley, Theo James, and Kate
Winslet. The third book in Veronica Roth's worldwide
bestselling Divergent trilogy, Allegiant reveals the
secrets of the dystopian world that captivated millions
of readers in Divergent and Insurgent. And don't miss
The Fates Divide, Veronica Roth's powerful sequel to
the bestselling Carve the Mark!

Dead Or Alive
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In the heart of
Trenton, N.J., a killer is out to make sure someone
gets his just desserts. Larry Virgil skipped out on his
latest court date after he was arrested for hijacking
an eighteen-wheeler full of premium bourbon.
Fortunately for bounty hunter Stephanie Plum, Larry
is just stupid enough to attempt almost the exact
same crime again. Only this time he flees the scene,
leaving behind a freezer truck loaded with Bogart ice
cream and a dead body—frozen solid and covered in
chocolate and chopped pecans. As fate would have it,
Stephanie’s mentor and occasional employer, Ranger,
needs her to go undercover at the Bogart factory to
find out who’s putting their employees on ice and
sabotaging the business. It’s going to be hard for
Stephanie to keep her hands off all that ice cream,
and even harder for her to keep her hands off Ranger.
It’s also going to be hard to explain to Trenton’s
hottest cop, Joe Morelli, why she is spending late
nights with Ranger, late nights with Lula and Randy
Briggs—who are naked and afraid—and late nights
keeping tabs on Grandma Mazur and her new fella.
Stephanie Plum has a lot on her plate, but for a girl
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who claims to have “virtually no marketable skills,”
these are the kinds of sweet assignments she does
best.

The Jakarta Pandemic
Janet Evanovich’s #1 New York Times bestselling
sensation Stephanie Plum returns in her twenty-forth
thriller as mutilated corpses litter the streets of New
Jersey Trouble comes in bunches for Stephanie Plum.
First, professional grave robber and semi-professional
loon, Simon Diggery, won’t let her take him in until
she agrees to care for his boa constrictor, Ethel.
Stephanie’s main qualification for babysitting an
extremely large snake is that she owns a stun
gun—whether that’s for use on the wandering serpent
or the petrified neighbors remains to be seen. Events
take a dark turn when headless bodies start
appearing across town. At first, it’s just corpses from
a funeral home and the morgue that have had the
heads removed. But when a homeless man is
murdered and dumped behind a church Stephanie
knows that she’s the only one with a prayer of
catching this killer. If all that’s not enough, Diesel’s
back in town. The 6-foot-tall, blonde-haired hunk is a
man who accepts no limits—that includes locked
doors, closed windows and underwear. Trenton’s
hottest cop, Joe Morelli isn’t pleased at this
unexpected arrival nor is Ranger, the high-powered
security consultant who has his own plans for
Stephanie. As usual Jersey’s favorite bounty hunter is
stuck in the middle with more questions than
answers. What’s the deal with Grandma Mazur’s latest
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online paramour? Who is behind the startling
epidemic of mutilated corpses? And is the enigmatic
Diesel’s sudden appearance a coincidence or the
cause of recent deadly events?

Against All Enemies
In the latest electrifying adventure in Tom Clancy's
#1 New York Times bestselling series, Jack Ryan, Jr.,
learns that sometimes the deadliest secret may be
standing right next to you. Former U.S. Senator
Weston Rhodes is a defense contractor with an urgent
problem. His company needs someone to look over
the books of Dalfan Technologies, a Singapore
company—quickly. He turns to his old friend Gerry
Hendley for help. Hendley Associates is one of the
best financial analysis firms in the country and the
cover for The Campus, a top-secret American
intelligence agency. Rhodes asks for two specific
analysts, Jack Ryan Jr., and Paul Brown, a mildmannered forensic accountant. Both Ryan and Brown
initially resist, for different reasons. On the long flight
over, Ryan worries he’s being sidelined from the next
Campus operation in America’s war on terror.
Brown—who was never very good with people—only
worries about the numbers, and finding a good cup of
tea. Brown has no idea Jack works for The Campus but
the awkward accountant is hiding secrets of his own.
Rhodes has tasked him with uploading a cyberwarfare
program into the highly secure Dalfan Technologies
mainframe on behalf of the CIA. On the verge of
mission success, Brown discovers a game within the
game, and the people who now want to kill him are as
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deadly as the cyclone bearing down on the island
nation. Together Ryan and Brown race to escape both
the murderous storm and a team of trained assassins
in order to prevent a global catastrophe, even at the
cost of their own lives.

Look Alive Twenty-Five
A new phenomenon begins. Created by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Tom Clancy Based on the
bestselling video game, this new series will take
readers onto the battlefields of World War III with the
technical savvy and explosive action that Clancy fans
have come to expect.

Line of Control
Jack Ryan Jr.—along with the covert warriors of the
Campus—continues to uphold his legendary father’s
legacy of courage and honor in this thriller from #1
New York Times bestselling author Tom Clancy.
Privately training with special forces, he’s honing his
combat skills to continue his work within the Campus,
hunting down and eliminating terrorists wherever he
can—even as Jack Ryan Sr. campaigns to become
President of the United States again. But what neither
father nor son knows is that the political and personal
have just become equally dangerous. A devout enemy
of Jack Sr. launches a privately-funded vendetta to
discredit him and connect him to a mysterious killing
in his longtime ally John Clark’s past. All they have to
do is catch him. With Clark on the run, it’s up to Jack
Jr. to stop a growing threat emerging in the Middle
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East, where a corrupt Pakistani general has entered
into a deadly pact with a fanatical terrorist to procure
four nuclear warheads they can use to blackmail any
world power into submission—or face annihilation.

Rainbow Six
In a novel of military intrigue, formidable ex-Navy
SEAL John Clark takes on a world-threatening band of
terrorists

Turbo Twenty-Three
The #1 New York Times–bestselling series is back
with the most shocking revelation of all. After years of
facing international threats, President Jack Ryan
learns that the greatest dangers always come from
within It begins with a family dinner in Princeton, New
Jersey. After months at sea, U.S. Navy Commander
Scott Hagan, captain of the USS James Greer, is on
leave when he is attacked by an armed man in a
crowded restaurant. Hagan is shot, but he manages
to fight off the attacker. Though severely wounded,
the gunman reveals he is a Russian whose brother
was killed when his submarine was destroyed by
Commander Hagan’s ship. Hagan demands to know
how the would-be assassin knew his exact location,
but the man dies before he says more. In the
international arrivals section of Tehran’s Imam
Khomeini airport, a Canadian businessman puts his
fingerprint on a reader while chatting pleasantly with
the customs official. Seconds later he is shuffled off to
interrogation. He is actually an American CIA
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operative who has made this trip into Iran more than
a dozen times, but now the Iranians have his
fingerprints and know who he is. He is now a prisoner
of the Iranians. As more deadly events involving
American military and intelligence personnel follow,
all over the globe, it becomes clear that there has
been some kind of massive information breach and
that a wide array of America’s most dangerous
enemies have made a weapon of the stolen data.
With U.S. intelligence agencies potentially
compromised, it’s up to John Clark and the rest of The
Campus to track the leak to its source. Their
investigation uncovers an unholy threat that has
wormed its way into the heart of our nation. A danger
that has set a clock ticking and can be stopped by
only one manPresident Jack Ryan. From the
Hardcover edition.

Without Remorse
A newly belligerent Chinese government leaves US
President Jack Ryan with only a few desperate options
in this continuation of the #1 New York Times
bestselling Tom Clancy series. Jack Ryan is dealing
with an aggresive challenge from the Chinese
government as the G20 Summit approaches. Pawns
are being moved around a global chessboard: an
attack on an oil platform in Africa, a terrorist strike on
an American destroyer and a storm tossed American
spy ship that may fall into Chinese hands. It seems
that Premier Zhao is determined to limit Ryan's
choices in the upcoming negotiations. But there are
hints that there's even more going on behind the
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scene. A routine traffic stop in rural Texas leads to a
shocking discovery--a link to a Chinese spy who may
have intelligence that lays bare an unexpected
revelation. John Clark and the members of the
Campus are in close pursuit, but can they get the
information in time?

Blow One Down
"With fifty thousand Russian troops poised to invade a
NATO nation, can Jack Ryan move swiftly enough to
stop [Russian president Valeri] Volodin's grand plan of
global conflict and conquest?"--Jacket.

Tom Clancy Point of Contact
Jack Ryan Jr. is caught in the cross-hairs of a would-be
tyrant in this exhilarating thriller in Tom Clancy's #1
New York Times bestselling series. Jack Ryan, Jr., is on
his own. He's been ousted from his position at the
Campus, the off-the-books intelligence agency that
was set up by his father, the President. As if that's not
bad enough, someone is out for Jack‘s blood. The
police think that he was just the victim of a mugging,
but he knows a professional assassin when he kills
one. Using clues found on his would-be dispatcher,
Jack launches his own shadow campaign to uncover
the brutal truth about a world-renowned
philanthropist and human rights advocate—and a longrunning false-flag war of terror that has claimed
thousands of lives.

Tom Clancy's EndWar
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Marine officer. CIA analyst. President. Jack Ryan has
devoted his life to protecting the United States. What
if this time, he can't? President Ryan and the Campus
return in this entry in Tom Clancy's #1 New York
Times-bestselling series. Freedom may have finally
arrived in Iran. As protests break out across the
country, the media rejoices over the so-called Persian
Spring. Western leaders are ecstatic. Members of
Congress and the Cabinet clamor to back the rebels.
Only President Jack Ryan remains wary. Meanwhile,
he has plenty to handle at home. A deadly strain of flu
is ravaging the United States as spring floods
decimate the Southeast. An unethical senator wants
to bring down the Ryan presidency and is willing to
lean on fabricated bot-planted stories to do it. But the
scariest story is the most closely guarded one. Two
Russian nuclear missiles have been hijacked. The
Campus gets their first break when Jack Junior
connects with a rogue Russian intelligence officer in
Afghanistan--only to be abducted soon after arriving.
John Clark and the rest of the Campus team race to
track the missiles and rescue their colleague. As
sensationalized stories spin out of control and the
stolen missiles remain out of reach, President Ryan's
toughest challenge emerges: How do you meet an
enemy head on, when he won't even show you his
face?

Tom Clancy's Endwar
Collects the first three adventures of Jack Ryan in a
boxed set.
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Tom Clancy Code of Honor
The first six Jack Ryan novels from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Tom Clancy. THE HUNT FOR
RED OCTOBER PATRIOT GAMES THE CARDINAL OF
THE KREMLIN CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER THE SUM
OF ALL FEARS WITHOUT REMORSE

SSN
One of the world's classic military action-adventure
novels. Patrick McLanahan leads a crew of engineers
aboard the Old Dog to destroy a Soviet ground-based
laser site.

The Cardinal of the Kremlin
Racing from the remote, war-scarred landscapes of
the Middle East to the blood-soaked chaos of the
U.S.-Mexico border, #1 New York Times bestselling
author Tom Clancy delivers a heart-stopping thriller
that is frighteningly close to reality. Working behind
the scenes for the CIA, ex-Navy SEAL Maxwell Moore
arrives at a rendezvous to take charge of a highranking Taliban captive and barely escapes with his
life. Undaunted, Moore is relentless in his quest to find
the terrorist cell responsible, but what he discovers
leads him to a much darker conspiracy in an
unexpected part of the globe After years of planning,
the Taliban have come to terms with a vicious
Mexican drug cartel and agreed to supply them with
opium. For the cartel, the deal means money, power,
and ultimate control of the drug trade. But for the
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Taliban, it is a long awaited opportunity: to exploit the
cartels and bring the fire of the jihad to the hearts of
the infidels, striking against the very heart of
America.

Three Complete Novels
Six Jack Ryan novels from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Tom Clancy, the the undisputed
master of the techno-thriller. DEBT OF HONOR
EXECUTIVE ORDERS RAINBOW SIX THE BEAR AND
THE DRAGON RED RABBIT THE TEETH OF THE TIGER
"This man can tell a story."—St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Tom Clancy Oath of Office
A secret group of Washington's most powerful men
have J. Edgar Hoover killed in order to reach his secret
files only to discover there is someone else capable of
using these personal dossiers for blackmail and
extortion.

Talks to Writers
As President of the United States, Jack Ryan has faced
many challenges, but none have been as personal as
this and never has he been this helpless in the face of
evil in the latest entry in Tom Clancy's #1 New York
Times bestselling series. Father Pat West, S.J. was a
buddy of the young Jack Ryan when they were both
undergraduates at Boston College. Father West left a
comfortable job in the philosophy department at
Georgetown to work with the poor in Indonesia. Now
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he's been arrested and accused of blasphemy against
Islam. President Ryan is desperate to rescue his old
friend, but he can't move officially against the
Indonesians. Instead he relies on the Campus team to
find out who is framing the priest. There's one other
twist to the story. President Ryan discovers a text on
his private cell phone from the priest warning about a
coming attack against America

Allegiant Collector's Edition
The author's "forgotten novel" about submarine
warfare finds the United States at war and its
underwater fleet carrying the burden of the conflict.
Reprint.
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